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ART. XVIII.—Notes on Recent Finds in Eskdale. By
MARY C. FAIR.

Read at Penrith, September 16th, 1926.

THE Reverend J. W. Hall (Vicar of the Parish), has
handed over to me for examination two flint imple-

ments which he turned up this summer whilst digging in
the Vicarage kitchen garden. One appears to be a keeled
scraper of which the end has been broken off and there are
also traces of fire. The other is a flat leaf-shaped imple-
ment not so fully patinated as No. 1. Both are of light
coloured flint. In Arch. Cambr., ser. 7, vol. 1, p. 5, Dr.
Mortimer Wheeler points out that flints of this type belong
to the Late Celtic period and occur on Roman sites.

Mr. Hall also handed to me a portion of a well shaped
clay ball found like the flints in the Vicarage kitchen
garden.

Mr. Hall has also shown me a fine flint brought to his
notice by one of our friends in Eskdale. This lump of
flint was brought to the farm during the War when
matches were often difficult to obtain, and chips were
taken from it to use for making light and fire. The lump
is well patinated, and the flint is a rich black colour. Its
owner tells us it came from Esk Hause, where such lumps
of flint are to be found fairly easily.

Mrs. J. H. Rea of Gatehouse informs me that she has in
her collection of antiquities a celt which was found during
the laying out of the rock garden in the Gatehouse grounds
at a spot locally known as " t'deid neuk " where the gill
in which the streamlet flowing down to the tarn through
the rock garden debouches on to the end of Low Fe ll .
This name suggests the possibility of a human interment
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having been discovered there sometime possibly under a
cairn or barrow. In connection with the names of cairns,
etc., Mr. Hall tells me that he has heard that the cairns in
Cockley Beck intake in the Upper Duddon Va lley are
known to one of our older Eskdale residents as " The Fairy
Graves." I myself long ago heard of a hillock in the
Scottish Highlands (on which were cai rns) known locally
as " The Pixie Knowe."

Our member the Rev. W. S. Sykes and The Rev. J. W.
Hall of Eskdale, whilst searching, in June, 1926, for the
site of a medicinal spring on the fell slope between Mitre-
dalehead and the Great Circle on Burnmoor, came across
what appeared to be a smaller circle. When opportunity
arises during the winter when herbage and bracken etc.
are dead I propose to measure and if possible photograph
this spot for accurate record on behalf of the discoverers
for our Society. There are two wells near this place, one
possessing iron properties, the other, I believe, being a
sulphur spring.

My friend Miss E. P. E. Hill and I, whilst making
observations in connection with the Holy Well at St.
Catherine's Church, Boot, noticed a circular foundation
above the outfall drain of the well. This outfall leads down
the fell side directly towards the east end of the church,
and on the lip of the hollow or cleft in the fell slope in
which its course lies there are rude steps and remains of
walls. Till the bracken is fully down it is not possible to
trace out these remains or to ascertain properly their
character and extent.

My friend Mr. Joseph Harrison, one of the farm tenants
of Brotherelkeld, tells me that he has noted a group of
banks and cairns on a plateau on the flank of Harter Fell
above Hardknot Gill almost exactly due south of the
farm-house. This does not appear to be the " rock refuge "
recorded by Mr. Clifton Ward, which is more to the
east than Mr. Harrison's site. Mr. Harrison has also
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rediscovered a curious oval foundation of masonry in a
wood above the farm near the road leading up the pass.
This site was noted by Mr. Collingwood before the excava-
tion of the Roman Fort on the shoulder of the fell,* and
also by my late father. It is proposed to make a prelim-
inary investigation with the spadé here with a view to
discovering the nature and extént of the work. Mr.
Harrison has also noted mounds and other fragmentary
remains on the slope of Bow Fell across the so called
Roman Bridge at Esk Falls.

About a quarter of a mile North of Brotherelkeld farm,
on the West side of the ancient road leading to Esk Hause,
there is a grassy hillock the south and southwest slopes of
which bear evidence of terracing as if for purposes of
cultivation. This may be the work perhaps of the monks
of Furness who had possession of the farm in the thirteenth
century.

The ancient road through the Upper Esk Valley came
from the Duddon Valley past Grass Guards and over the
moor under Harter Fell, sweeping down the steep side of
the fell to a well made ford of the stream coming down
Hardknot Gill. Just above this ford, where the road
crosses the highway leading over Hardknot Pass there are
heaps of iron ore under the turf. At the corner of the
larch wood through which the Roman road passes, our
road turns off and strikes up into the Esk Valley, keeping
well above the farm and the soft ground by the river,
keeping always on the east bank. At the so called
Roman Bridge the river forks, the left branch swinging
to the mountains by a series of cascades, the other be-
coming the Lincove or Linco' Beck ' of the ancient
charters and deeds wherein the boundaries were set out.
The ` Roman ' Bridge carries the trail across Lincove
Beck; a loaded pony might cross by the bridge, which was

* Mr. C. W. Dymond noticed what he thought to be ruined folds and
"` tested " one by digging, but found nothing (these Transactions o.s. xii, 418).
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certainly not made for heavy traffic though it is very
solidly constructed. One branch of the old trail leads up
to Ewer (Ure) Gap, and near the route it takes, on the
rugged bank of the stream, slag and clinker lies scattered,
with here and there traces of iron ore as if there had been
a bloom-smithy site here. Passing by the Ewer Gap a
trail went into Langstrath where also iron was smelted,
and doubtless the Ewer Gap got its name from the iron
ore carried from Eskdale that way. A less arduous route
goes from ` Roman ' Bridge to Esk Hause and so to the
Styehead Pass. The ` Roman ' Bridge is a good example
of the pack-horse bridge of our remote dales, and I think
should be carefully preserved, as should the interesting
Doctor's Bridge over the Esk near Penny Hill of which we
have the record of its widening in the middle of the
eighteenth century by Dr. Edward Tyson of Penny Hill
who made the bridge wide enough to carry wheeled
vehicles, an operation plainly to be seen by looking under
the arch of the bridge.

There is another humpbacked bridge in Eskdale, that
crossing the Whillan Beck to the old mill at Boot. It is
interesting to note that this mill, like that at Muncaster on
the Mite, is still working, its wheel a double one of com-
paratively modern construction, the meal it grinds being
excellent. In this connection perhaps I should mention
that at several of the Eskdale farms the flail is still
employed for threshing out the oats for use on the farm, a
method which must be extinct in most parts of the country,
requiring as it does great skill and bodily exertion.

Bloomery slag has been recently turned up in the
garden of Eskdale Vicarage, suggesting the possibility of
iron having been smelted here as well as across the
stream in the Guest House grounds, and also a few hundred
yards east at the foot of the hillock above the level pasture
field in front of the present vicarage-house. Any sign of
hearth, etc. must have been long since cultivated away, as
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the garden is an ancient one, being a survival of the days
when Beckfoot was a farm-house.

Editor's Note. Since the above was written, Mr. E. T. W.
Addyman, of Harrogate, reported to H.M. Office of Works that
severe winter floods in 1926-7 had begun seriously to undermine
one abutment of the Throstlegarth ' Roman' bridge. H.M.
Inspector of Monuments kindly communicated with our Society,
and the matter was immediately taken up by Miss Fair acting as
correspondent for the Eskdale district, with the result that
adequate steps were taken to repair the damage.

7th Nov., 1927. During the present year more flint
implements have been turned up in. the course of deep
trenching for planting the Vicarage kitchen garden, the
same type as those previously found last year. On the
face of one of these there are distinct traces of pen and ink
lettering which suggests that the flints have been discarded
from some byegone collection and perhaps buried as
unwanted rubbish during the necessary clearings out on a
change of incumbents. The Vicarage garden is a very old
one, and was there before the building of the present
house as part of the premises of " Beckfoot."

It therefore appears that the flints may not have been
found on this site originally but have been collected
anywhere, and so cannot be recorded for Eskdale objects
of antiquity.
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